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Happy Family: A Polyamorous Yaoi
Romance

After a whirlwind romance in Paris and a wedding on top of the Eiffel tower, Akimi and his new
husband return to Tokyo. Though his husbandâ€™s family starts out rather cold to him, the young
housewife is determined to make them fall in love with him... Unbeknownst to him, he is a little too
successful in this endeavor. When he realizes how his new family feels about him, how far will the
sweet-natured boy be willing to go to make everyone happy?This is a fun, filthy romp that stretches
the limits of male-on-male romance (and the ukeâ€™s anatomy). Please enjoy responsibly!~35,000
words
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The book had 1874 locations on my kindle. The book was about a boy, named Akimi and the Endo
family. Akimi was a 21 year old, eager to please, lusty and insatiable photo journalist. The Endo
family included, Endo Daichi the 4th, who was 42 and Akimi's husband. Endo Daichi the 3rd was
Akimi's 66 year old father n law. Endo Daichi the 5th was Akimi's 21 year old step son. Endo Daichi
the 6th was Akimi's 18 year old stepson. The wealthy and insatiable family was a bit cold towards
Akimi, at first, but they quickly learned to love the pretty young man. The book contained lots and
lots of hot oral sex and anal sex scenes, with M/M/M/M and M/M sexual interactions.

Has a slight issue with the use of incorrect tenses, which an editor would have picket up on. But
apart from that it is well written. Needs a warning about the incestuous content tho, if there isn't one
already (impulse buy, didn't read the description, lol).

This was my first yaoi book; I've looked at them before but never knew what the term "yaoi" meant.
Most of the ones I see have cartoon drawings for the covers so I assumed that they were just all
hentai comics.Other than the editing mistakes, the book was fairly well written. It's pretty much
90-95% sex, but at least there were good character descriptions and a little bit of character
development. The sex scenes were mostly hot, EXTREMELY graphic, but some of it was a bit OTT.
I also wasn't too fond of the parts where it seemed that they were more concerned with themselves
than with Akimi, like they really didn't care if he wanted them to stop or not (even when he said
stop). But the ending did make up for it; I'm glad Akimi had the sense to make sure he had a happy
marriage.

Sweet and hot is the best way to describe this story. The author outdoes herself throughout the
steamy scenes, yet, at the same time paints a sweet, sappy, love story full of fluff and fun. Another
great tale told with Amelita's unique and truly talented style full of mouth watering scenes of love
and lust. Wonderful read!!! Highly recommend!!!

But with this, that's really a personal preference. Lol. This is smutty, dirty, all sorts of fantasies
written out. I mean, you hear the word threesome and think, now how would that work out well. And
here is the answer.I like that there is some plot on the background but it's very far in the
background. So this is all hotty hottness as far as I would say. Just enjoy!

An amazing read! A well written adorable story about a loving family who loves a little too much!
Very graphic sexual scenes that are skillfully written. I would highly recommend giving this a read if
orgies and super sexy gay sex scenes are your thing!

Before picking this up, I really hadn't read much yaoi fiction, manga or otherwise but I really, really,
really liked this. Really.For me, it all comes down to lovely Akimi. He was such a sweet, effeminate
little man that I instantly fell in love. He is exactly the kind of character I have been looking for, falling
somewhere between princess and bride, but still all-man. He's like a sweet, submissive little sissy

without the gender bending, a young man who openly embraces his sexuality.The sex here is
smoking hot, with some steamy scenes of M/M action and some erotic M/M/M/M escapades. Akimi
takes it in every hole, getting stretched beyond belief, to accommodate his well-endowed new
family. Add the step-son/father-in-law taboo element, and this is off the charts.I don't know about the
yaoi genre in general, not yet, but consider me a fan of Aikimi . . . and, of course, Amelita Rae.

I love this author and this is a well written peace of smut. The story has a good sense of humor and
was a fun read. There is only one thing i feel are worth mentioning as a nitpick: There are a LOT of
sex in this book. I do not think it would be an exaggeration to say that 70% of the pages in this book
are used to describe people having sex. There are sex to the point that there are not much room left
for story or character development. Even if those, to an extent, are present and by no means bad
they serve mostly as a setup for the sexual escapades. If that's your thing, you will love this book. If
not, you may still like it. It's definitely worth to find out for yourself if you are at all interested in the
genre.
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